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Aims of the thesis 

 Discuss whether, and how, a digital edition could 

answer the questions that arises during the process 

of making an edition, about the text and its history. 

 Describe the state of the art of printed and digital 

Homeric editions. Finally a prototype for a digital 

edition based on new scholarly grounds will be 

proposed and its contents will be evaluated, in order 

to discuss possible future developments.  



Bodard-Garces: OSCE 

methodological framework 

 An open source critical edition is a digital critical edition 
where the underlying code is made available under open 
licence. 

 An open source edition should have a free distribution 
not only of the software but also of the origin code of the 
software and it should be essential that there are no legal 
implications in the re-use of the material provided in the 
edition. 

 The source provided should be referred not only for the 
software, but also for the words and codes used in the 
apparatus criticus.  



Why Homer 

 Origin of the Homeric text is not written but oral. 

 M.L.West: the Iliad […] is a written text. And is only 

the completion of the writing down that marked the 

completion of the composition. 

 Dué and Ebbott: the Iliad and the Odyssey were not 

composed in writing […] and there is no author’s 

original composition to attempt to recover. Every 

version could represent a difference performance 

possibility.   



Why Homer 

 Existence or non-existence of Homer as a real 

author. 

 Giambattista Vico Discoverta del Vero Omero 1744 

 Friedrich August Wolff Prolegomena 1795 

 Concept of authorship: 

 Roland Barthes The death of the author 1968 

 Michel Foucault What is an author? 1969 



Printed editions of Homer 

 Print editions 

 Iliad M.L. West, 1998-2000 

 Odyssey Van Thiel, 1991 

 Nagy G., Homer the Classic, 2009 – Homer’s Text 

and Language, 2004 (This is not an edition) 

 

 



 

1991, Helmut van Thiel Odyssey 

1998, Martin L. West Iliad 

  



Digital Editions of Homer 

 Digital Editions 

 Homer Multitext “seeks to present the textual transmission of 
the Homeric Iliad and Odyssey in a historical framework. Such 
a framework is needed to account for the full reality of a 
complex medium of oral performance that underwent many 
changes over a long period of time. These changes, as 
reflected in the many texts of Homer, need to be understood 
in their many different historical contexts. The Homer Multitext 
provides ways to view these contexts both synchronically and 
diachronically” (Homer Multitext home page).  

 Chicago Homer-Eumaios “is a multilingual database that 
uses the search and display capabilities of electronic texts to 
make the distinctive features of Early Greek epic accessible to 
readers with and without Greek” (Chicago Homer home page)  

 



Chicago Homer 

http://digital.library.northwestern.edu/homer/html/application.html


Homer Multitext 

Homer Multitext 

http://www.homermultitext.org


Example  

scholia: 

Harley  

MS 5674 

http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/viewer.aspx?ref=harley_ms_5674_f002r


Scholia Graeca in 

Odysseam 

 Scholia Graeca in Odysseam edidit Filippomaria Pontani, vol. I 
Scholia ad Libros α- β, vol. II Scholia ad Libros γ- δ.  

 Text of the scholia: paragraphs numerated with alphabetical letters 
where each letter indicate separate scholia on the same line, not 
necessarily on different words, and not on every single word. The 
letters are followed by numbers if the editor thinks that the scholia 
have a different origin but came from the same root. 

 A colon separates the lemma, the words that the scholia comment, 
if they exist in the manuscript; if they do not exist, the lemma is 
supplemented between square brackets.   

 At the end of each single scholium appear the sigla of the 
manuscripts where the scholium is found.  



Citation of Homeric 

verses 

Naturam aetatemque 

scholiorum glossarumque 

Ordo Homeri verborum, 

quamvis differentis originis 

Apparatus Testimoniorum 

grammatica, rhetorica, 

antiquaria, historica 

Choerobosci 

grammatica, rhetorica, 

antiquaria, historica 

grammatica, rhetorica, 

antiquaria, historica 

Apparatus Criticus 

Lemma  

Lemma 

Sigla codicum 



Encoding the scholia 

 XML-TEI Relax NG schema with Roma. 

 The text of the scholia: 
 <div type="scholia"> 

                    <head>α 1</head> 
                    <div type="Hrd."> 
                        <p n="a">[…]</p> 
</div></div> 

 The list of sigla, problem of tag abuse : 
 <listWit xml:id="mss.a1"> 

         <witness>M<hi rend="suprascript">a</hi></witness> 
         <witness>O</witness> 
 </listWit> 



Encoding the scholia 

 The apparatus testimoniorum: 

 <note n="d1”>= Choer. epim. Ps. 6, 24-32 (fort.ex Oro; 

e Choer. EM 107, 40-45= α 1393 L.-L.); quinque vero 

significationes praebent Ap. Gl. Hom. 74, 220, 10 et TZ. 

in Hes. op.1 (p. 39, 19-21 Gaisf.; cf. Cf. Eust. in Od. 

4,16)</note> 

 A note element put at the end of a <div> element 

with an attribute n holding the letter that 

correspond to each paragraph and scholium.  



Encoding the scholia 
The critical apparatus 

The critical apparatus and the TEI: 

 The Location-referenced Method provides a 

convenient method for encoding printed 

apparatuses; with this method as in most 

printed editions, the apparatus is linked to the 

base text by indicating explicitly only the block 

of  text on which there is a variant.  



Encoding the scholia 
The critical apparatus 

The critical apparatus and the TEI: 
 The Double-End-Point attachment method 

permits unambiguous matching of each 
variant reading against its lemma. This or 
the parallel-segmentation method should be 
used in all cases where this is desired, for 
example where the apparatus is intended to 
enable full reconstruction of the text, or of 
the substantives, of every witness.  
 

 



Encoding the scholia 
The critical apparatus 

The critical apparatus and the TEI: 
 The Parallel Segmentation Method. In this method, no 

two variations can overlap, although they may nest. 

The texts compared are divided into matching 

segments all synchronized with one another. This 

permits direct comparison of any span of text in any 

witness with that in any other witness. It is also very 

easy with this method for an application to extract the 

full text of any one witness from the apparatus.  



Encoding the scholia 
The critical apparatus 

 The choice: 
 The Parallel Segmentation Method:  

 <app><lem>ύπόθεσις Ὀδυσσείας α Ὀμήρου 
ῤαψῳδίας</lem><rdg wit="#f">Ὀδυσσείας ά 
ὑπόθεσις</rdg><rdg wit="#d">ύπόθεσις 
Ὀδυσσείας Ὀμήρου</rdg><rdg 
wit="#b.1">ύπόθεσις τῆς α Ὀδυσσείας Ὀμήρου 
<note>(Ὀμ. om. P)</note></rdg><rdg wit="#c #e 
#g">ἄλλη<note>hypothesi f 
subiungens</note></rdg></app> 



Encoding the scholia 
The critical apparatus 

 Problems: 

 the encoding of the sigla of the manuscripts in the wit 

attribute of the <rdg> element: <rdg 

wit="#b.1">ύπόθεσις τῆς α Ὀδυσσείας Ὀμήρου 

<note>(Ὀμ. om. P)</note></rdg> 

 encode all the manuscripts inside a <listWit> element 

in the <sourceDesc> element of the 

TeiHeader:<sourceDesc><listWit><witness 

xml:id="b.1">M<hi 

rend="suprascript">1</hi></witness></listWit></source

Desc>  



Encoding the scholia 
The critical apparatus 

 Professor Mastronarde’s choice in the Digital edition of the scholia 
of Euripides. 

 He says that “for practical reasons” he decided to have the least 
possible number of items displayed as superscripts. He decided that, 
instead of listing a sequence of witnesses as 
XsXasXbsTsYsGrsZsZasZms, he will list it as XXaXbTYGrZZaZm and 
enters the note ‘s.l.’ in the position segment. 

 To handle the cases where the superscript is unavoidable, he uses a 
“seg with @type of ‘witMod’, and such a segment can occur within 
the witness list, in remarks about lemma or position, in the apparatus 
criticus and in other div4 elements except the translation and 
keywords”. <seg type="witnesses”>MBOVACFGKPrRSSa, 
XXaXbYGrZaZbZcZu; 1-2 τολμη[ and 10 α]υτοιϲ-13 P. 
Oxy. 2455 = Π<seg type="witMod">1</seg></seg> 



Encoding the scholia 
The critical apparatus 

 Problems: 

 the abbreviation used by the editor: 

 om. which means omittit, omittunt or similar: 

 ἤν ἡ Ἀθηνᾶ εἰς Ἰθάκην, and in the apparatus there is ἡ om. 
HM1Z εἰς Ἰθάκην om. H 

 <app><lem>ἤν ἡ</lem><rdg wit="#a #b.1 
#f">ἤν</rdg></app> 

<app><lem>Ἀθηνᾶ εἰς Ἰθάκην</lem><rdg 
wit="#a">Ἀθηνᾶ</rdg></app> 

 add. 

 μόνα s.l. post ἐπίθετα add D 

 <app><lem>ἐπίθετα</lem><rdg wit="#b.1">ἐπίθετα 
μόνα</rdg></app>    



Encoding the scholia 
The critical apparatus 

 Citation of some Homeric verses inside the text of the 

scholia, both from the Iliad and from the Odyssey. 

 ὠς τὸ "ὅς που νῦν γε μετ᾽ ἀνδρῶν ἵζει ἀριθμῷ" [λ449] 

 Possibility of encoding them as verses and linking them to 

Homeric texts at the Perseus Project. 

 Abbreviation mss., manuscripts,  in the apparatus. 

 Which xml:id to use in order to connect the mss. 

abbreviation with the list of manuscripts specific for that 

scholia?    



Encoding the scholia 
The critical apparatus 

 Abbreviation mss., manuscripts,  in the apparatus. 
Problem: each single scholium has a different list of 
manuscripts. How to encode this list? 
 <wit>: contains a list of one or more sigla of witnesses 

attesting a given reading, in a textual variation. .                               
 Good semantically, not structurally. 

 <listWit>(witness list): definitions for all the witnesses 
referred to by a critical apparatus, optionally grouped 
hierarchically. It is a tag abuse because it does not define 
new witnesses, only reference them. 

 <seg>: represents any segmentation of the text.    Too 
generic. 

 



Scholia 

Homer  

Multitext 

http://pinakes.hpcc.uh.edu/scholinv/


Digital edition of the 

scholia of Euripides 

 Digital edition created between 2009 and 2010. 

 Goals: “a digital format is variable, updatable, allows for sharing of 
interim stages of the work, is expandable, is searchable in a way 
that a printed volume is not and it is highly probable that a digital 
format will be able to be transformed fairly efficiently in the future 
into another digital format”. 

 Not to use the TEI mechanisms for the apparatus criticus, the 
readings and the variants, it “would involve an unjustifiably large 
overhead of markup. I believe the information familiar to those 
who know how to read the apparatus criticus of a classical text 
can be provided in textual segments”. would “require more 
personnel and a much larger budget, and I don’t think the benefit 
would be worth the cost”. 



Euripides Scholia 

http://euripidesscholia.org/EurSchHome.html


Conclusion on the 

Euripides scholia edition 

 The user/reader does not have a choice; everything 

is already decided by the editor. There is only the 

possibility of choosing which version to see on 

screen, a version already created by the editor in its 

complete form. It is also possible to access the 

source files and modify them, but the visualization 

provided by the editor is fixed.  



Possible  

Example 

The edition 

of  the Van 

Gogh letters 

http://vangoghletters.org/vg/letters/let032/letter.html


Scholia Manuscripts Critical apparatus Papyri  

 

 

 

 

 

By clicking on the names 

the content will appear on 

the left or right. 

Every time something is 

chosen, more possibilities 

will appear in the menu, 

each referred to the 

content chosen. 

The text of the Odyssey 

will always be at the 

center of the page. 

Text of the Odyssey  

 

 

Between the various 

possibilities: pictures of 

manuscripts, apparatus 

criticus, apparatus 

testimoniorum for the 

scholia, digitization of 

the manuscripts when 

available.  

 



Text of the Odyssey 

The words and verses can 

have links and by clicking on a 

link a window can pop up. 

Problems: too may windows 

can cover the text and the 

scholia have their own 

apparatus and notes and 

images, where can their 

windows go?  

Scholia and 

their 

apparatus 

Manuscripts 

Images or 

links, 

digitization 

Critical apparatus 

Papyri 

Images or 

links, 

digitization 



Conclusion 

 Is this idea good or was the idea of digital edition 
misunderstood?  

 Can a paper edition be the base for an encoding or 
should a digital edition be born digital? 

 How can the characteristics of a paper edition be 
transferred into digital without being too bound to the 
paper edition, with the risk of encoding a book 
following the form of a book, not exploiting the digital 
format.   


